**NOTE: MENU’S BY OTHERS**

**BASE WILL HAVE STONE WORK BY: OTHERS**

Electrical:

- 13.5 Amps @ 120 VAC 60 Hz
COLOR NOTES:
ILLUM. REVEAL: .125 RED PCB
RND CAB. FILLER/RETAINER:
PAINT BRUSHED ALUM. SILVER
RETAILER/EXPOSED LENS RETAINER:
PAINT PMS 2319 (BROWN)
MON FACE PANEL: .090" ALUM

LOGO FACE: .093 CLEAR PCB
BUN LOGO: 3M 3630–125 YELLOW
ACCENT RING: 3M 3630–8703 BLUE
COPY/RTM: 3M 3630–33 RED
BKGD/ BUN ACCENT: 3M 3635–30 WHITE
DIFFUSER

***VINY TO BE APPLIED 2nd SURFACE***

ELECTRICAL NOTE—ACTUAL # OF CIRCUITS TO BE
DETERMINED BY A LICENSED ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR.
TOTAL AMPS: 1.1
# OF CKTS: 1 © 20 AMP(RECOMMENDED)
VOLTS: 120
ELECTRICAL CONNECTION AS follows:
GREEN TO GREEN (GROUND), WHITE TO WHITE (NEUTRAL),
BLACK TO BLACK (POWER)
ALL SIGNAGE WILL BE (U.L.) LISTED, (U.L.) 2161 COMPLIANT
AND CARRY (U.L.) LABELS.

DOUBLE FACED INTERNALLY ILLUMINATED MONUMENT SIGN
scale 1/4"=1'-0"

LOGO
19.6 SQUARE FEET

*NOTE:
INSTALL TOGGLE SWITCH TO OPERATE
(ON/OFF) IN THE HORIZONTAL POSITION.
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